We propose a dynamical scheme for measuring the full counting statistics in a mesoscopic conductor using an electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The conductor couples capacitively to one arm of the interferometer and causes a phase shift which is proportional to the number of transferred charges. Importantly, the full counting statistics can be obtained from average current measurements at the outputs of the interferometer. The counting field can be controlled by varying the time delay between two separate voltage signals applied to the conductor and the interferometer, respectively. As a specific application we consider measuring the entanglement entropy generated by partitioning electrons on a quantum point contact. Our scheme is robust against moderate environmental dephasing and may be realized thanks to recent advances in giga-hertz quantum electronics.
Introduction.-Full counting statistics (FCS) is a central concept in mesoscopic physics [1] [2] [3] . The distribution of charge transfers contains information about the elementary conduction processes [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Full counting statistics has found widespread use in theories of quantum electronic circuits, for instance in proposals for detecting entanglement [9, 10] , revealing interactions [11, 12] , understanding quasi-probabilities [13] [14] [15] [16] , or observing Majorana modes [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Intimate connections to fluctuation relations at the nano-scale [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and to entanglement entropy in fermionic many-body systems [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] have also been discovered.
Despite these promising applications, experiments remain scarce. Measurements of FCS are demanding as they require accurate detection of rare events in the tails of the distributions. For quantum-dot systems, progress has been made using real-time charge detectors [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . By contrast, for phase-coherent transport in mesoscopic conductors, only the first few cumulants of the current have been measured [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . To measure the FCS, it has been suggested to use a spin to sense the magnetic field generated by the electrical current in a mesoscopic conductor [1, 46, 47] . However, being experimentally challenging, this proposal has not yet come to fruition. Now, progress in giga-hertz quantum electronics is changing these perspectives [48] . Coherent electrons can be emitted on demand from quantum capacitors [49, 50] and clean single-particle excitations can be generated using Lorentzian voltage pulses [51, 52] . In parallel with these developments, electronic interferometers have emerged as powerful detectors of weak signals [53, 54] . Mach-Zehnder interferometers can be realized using quantum Hall edge states with quantum point contacts (QPCs) acting as electronic beam splitters [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . When combined, these building blocks may form the basis for the next generation of quantum electronic circuits, including future measurements of FCS.
Motivated by these experimental advances we develop in this Letter a dynamical scheme for measuring the FCS in mesoscopic conductors. The detector consists of an ⟨I⟩ ϕ a c 1 2 Separate voltage signals are applied to the interferometer V (t) and a nearby conductor Vc(t) = V (t − τ ) with a time delay τ . The average current I measured at an output is sensitive to a phase shift caused by the capacitive coupling to the conductor in the interaction region of length a. The phase shift is proportional to the number of transferred electrons in the conductor. By varying the magnetic flux and the time delay τ , the FCS of the conductor can be obtained from average current measurements only.
electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometer driven by periodic voltage pulses [62, 63] . One arm of the interferometer is capacitively coupled to a nearby conductor that causes a phase shift which is proportional to the number of transferred charges, see Fig. 1 . As we will see, the FCS of the conductor can be inferred from current measurements at the outputs of the interferometer. Setups of this type, with static voltages, have been considered both in experiment [57] and theory [64, 65] . However, so far the conductor has been operated as a which-path detector for the interferometer [58, 66, 67] . Here, by contrast, we exchange the roles and instead use the interferometer as a detector of the FCS in the conductor. Specifically, using a microscopic theory we derive an effective coupling for the interaction between the interferometer and the conductor which functions as the counting field of the FCS. The coupling can be controlled by varying the delay between separate voltage signals applied to the interferometer and the conductor. Importantly, the FCS is independent of the width of the applied pulses, and our proposal thus encompasses measurements of the FCS with very wide pulses corresponding to a constant voltage. Mach-Zehnder interferometer.-The interferometer is implemented with edge states of a two-dimensional electron gas in the integer quantum Hall regime [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . Incoming electrons are coherently split at the first QPC and recombined at the second. Single electrons are emitted into the interferometer by applying periodic voltage pulses to one of the inputs [62, 63, [68] [69] [70] . The pulses are sufficiently separated so that only one electron at a time traverses the interferometer [71] . The electronic state inside the interferometer is a coherent superposition of the electron being in the upper (|u ) or lower (|l ) arm [72] ,
Here, t 1 and r 1 are the transmission and reflection amplitudes of the first QPC and φ = 2πΦ/Φ 0 is the ratio of the magnetic flux Φ enclosed by the arms over the flux quantum Φ 0 . For electrons injected into the interferometer with period T , the current in the upper output reads
where t 2 and r 2 are the transmission and reflection amplitudes of the second QPC. Equation (1) describes a pure state. More generally, for instance due to a finite temperature or external noise causing fluctuations of φ, the electron must be described by a density matrixρ. Importantly, a measurement of the average current yields an ensemble average over the phase φ [73] . Basic principle.-The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is coupled to a nearby conductor whose current fluctuations we wish to measure. The electrical fluctuations are described by the moment generating function (MGF)
The average is defined with respect to the probability P (n) of n charges being transmitted through the conductor and λ is the counting field. The conductor is driven by periodic pulses such that the MGF after many periods (N 1) factorizes as χ(λ) = [χ ext (λ)] N , where χ ext (λ) characterizes the extensive FCS per period [74] . We focus on the measurement of χ ext (λ) and omit the subscript "ext" in the following.
The conductor is coupled to the upper arm of the interferometer. Such a setup has been experimentally realized [57] [58] [59] , albeit with statically biased contacts. By contrast, here we drive both the conductor and the interferometer with periodic voltage pulses. The frequency of the two pulse sequences is the same, but we allow for a time delay τ between them. With this setup, an electron in the upper arm picks up the additional phase δφ = nλ due to n electrons passing by in the conductor per period. This connection is derived in a detailed analysis below, where we use a microscopic theory for the interaction between the interferometer and the conductor to show that the effective dimensionless coupling λ indeed can be identified with the counting field. At zero temperature, the density matrix of the interferometer readŝ
having used e iδφ = e inλ = χ(λ). The off-diagonal element ofρ contain the MGF of the conductor. Additional dephasing due to other noise sources can be included in the off-diagonal elements as we discuss below. Equation (4) generalizes (1) to non-pure states. It corresponds to an average over many periods and, as such, does not have any particular periodicity or time-dependence.
The MGF can now be extracted from the current in the upper output. The current Î = tr[ρÎ] reads
where T j = |t j | 2 and R j = |r j | 2 are the transmissions and reflections of the two QPCs (j = 1, 2). At half transmission, we get Î = (e/T )(1 + Re{e iφ χ(λ)})/2. Moreover, by changing the magnetic flux, we find Î φ=0 = (e/T )(1 + Re{χ(λ)})/2 and Î 1 φ=3π/2 = (e/T )(1 + Im{χ(λ)})/2. These expressions lead us to the MGF
(6) Remarkably, the MGF can be obtained from average current measurements. This is the first central result of our work. As we go on to show, the counting field λ can be controlled by varying the time delay τ between the pulse sequences. We can then perform a full tomography of χ(λ) and thereby evaluate the FCS of charge transfer.
Detailed analysis.-We now embark on a detailed analysis of the coupling between the interferometer and the conductor. The interaction between the two edge states is described by the Hamiltonian [75] 
Here, λ 0 is a dimensionless coupling, v F is the Fermi velocity, and a is a characteristic length scale over which electrons in the two edge states interact. The operatorŝ
: count the number of excess electrons in the interacting regions of the conductor and the interferometer, weighted by the coordinate kernels κ C (x) and κ I (y). Normal-ordering with respect to the Fermi sea is denoted as : · · · :, andΨ C (x) andΨ I (y) are field operators for electrons in the conductor and in the interferometer. The MGF in the off-diagonal element of the density matrix in Eq. (4) can now be expressed as [1, 13] 
having set = 1 andĤ λ0 (t) is in the Heisenberg representation governed by the full HamiltonianĤ =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ λ0 withĤ 0 describing the uncoupled systems. The initial density matrix of the electron in the interferometer is denoted asρ =ρ(t 0 ) and the trace is taken over the spatial coordinates. The average is defined with respect to the electrons in the conductor. Time and anti-time ordering are denoted as T and T , respectively.
The considerations above are general. To make further progress, we take for the kernels the specific form [75] κ C (x) = κ I (x) = e −|x|/a .
If a is much smaller than the length of the interferometer, the current measured at the output is determined by the limit t → ∞ in Eq. (8) . With a linear dispersion relation for electrons close to the Fermi level and a pure initial state of the electron in the interferometer, we find [76] χ(λ 0 ) = dye
where f (y) is the wave function of the electron injected into the interferometer and the function
follows from the definition of the coordinate kernels.
We first consider the injection of electron wave packets with small widths compared to a, so that we can approximate |f (y)| 2 δ(y) and :
, wheren(x) is the number operator for excess electrons in the conductor at position x and τ is the time delay between the injection of electrons into the conductor and the interferometer. Equation (10) then yields
with
Equation (13) is the second important result of our work. It shows that the effective counting field λ can be controlled by changing the time delay τ . Negative values of the counting field can be realized by injecting holelike excitations into the interferometer [77] . The specific functional form of Eq. (13) is determined by the coordinate kernels in Eq. (9) and, in reality, the dependence on τ may be different. Experimentally, one may then obtain λ(τ ) using a conductor with a known FCS, e. g. a fully open QPC, for calibration. In general, the wave functions have a finite width. Evaluating Eq. (10) with the same wave functions f (x) in the conductor and the interferometer, we find
with λ(y, λ) = λ dxΦ(x, y)|f (x)| 2 and λ given by Eq. (13) . Thus, for finite widths a measurement yields an average of MGFs for different effective couplings.
However, if the pulses applied to the interferometer are sharper than the length of the interaction regions, we can incorporate the finite width of the electrons in the conductor into a rescaling of the effective counting field λ, which again can be obtained by proper calibration.
Driven quantum point contact.-To illustrate our measurement scheme, we consider a QPC driven by Lorentzian voltage pulses of unit charge as realized in recent experiments [51, 52] . The QPC transmits electrons with probability T , and the exact MGF reads χ(λ) = 1 + T (e iλ − 1). The measured MGF is given by Eq. (14) with a Lorentzian wave packet |f (y)| 2 = 2Γ/(y 2 + Γ 2 ) of width Γ. We now obtain the cumulants of the current as
where λ is the rescaled counting field. In Fig. 2a we show results for the cumulants as functions of the QPC transmission. For narrow wave packets, we find good agreement with analytic results for a binomial process. Next, we turn to the full distribution of transferred charge after N periods, given by the inversion formula
For a large number of periods, N 1, the distribution of the current I = en/(N T ) takes on the large-deviation form P (I) e G(I)N following from a saddle-point approximation of the integral in Eq. (16) . Here, the rate function G(I) describes the exponentially rare current fluctuations, beyond what is captured by the central-limit theorem. In Fig. 2b , we again find good agreement with the analytic result for a binomial distribution.
Dephasing.-Our scheme is based on the reduced visibility in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer due to the dephasing induced by electrons in the conductor. In realistic systems, however, the visibility will already be reduced due to other dephasing mechanisms such as finite temperatures, the coupling to bulk electrons, co-propagating edge states, or electrons in the Fermi sea [78] . These effects are encoded in an additional fluctuating phase δθ [55, 79, 80] . It is reasonable to assume that the dephasing due to bulk phonons for instance is statistically independent from the dephasing due to the electrons in the conductor. For a Gaussian distribution of width σ, the measured MGF then simply gets rescaled as χ meas (λ) → e −σ 2 χ meas (λ), and the width can be determined from a visibility measurement without electrons injected into the conductor. For non-Gaussian fluctuations [61, 64] , the total measured MGF takes the form χ meas (λ) → χ meas (λ)χ env (λ 0 ) for some fixed coupling λ 0 to the environment, such that the environmental contribution χ env (λ 0 ) again can be factored out.
Entanglement entropy.-Finally, as an application of our scheme, we consider measuring the entanglement entropy generated by partitioning electrons on a QPC. Recently, it has been realized that the entanglement entropy between two electronic reservoirs connected by a QPC is closely linked to the FCS [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Specifically, the entanglement entropy generated per period can be approximated from the first four current cumulants as [31, 32] 
where the coefficients α m = 2
are given by the unsigned Stirling numbers of the first kind S 1 (k, m). Figure 3 shows that the entanglement entropy obtained from the cumulants in Fig. 2a is in good agreement with the exact result. This demonstrates that the entanglement entropy in a fermionic quantum many-body system may be within experimental reach.
Conclusions.-Electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometers can function as detectors of current fluctuations in mesoscopic conductors. Equation (6) expresses the full counting statistics exclusively in terms of average currents measured at the outputs of the interferometer. Equation (13) shows that the counting field can be controlled by varying the time delay between separate voltage signals. These findings make it possible to measure the current cumulants as well as the full distribution of current fluctuations as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Our scheme is robust against moderate dephasing and finite temperature effects. As an application we have shown that our scheme enables measurements of the entanglement entropy in fermionic many-body systems. Extensions of our work may facilitate the detection of short-time observables such as the electronic waiting time distribution [81] [82] [83] or include superconducting circuit elements [13] .
Acknowledgments.-We thank D. Golubev, P. P. Hofer, G. B. Lesovik, and C. Padurariu for useful comments. We thank P. P. Hofer for helping us produce Fig. 1 Here we derive Eq. (10) of the main text. The interferometer electron possesses both a pseudo-spin degree of freedom, corresponding to the path that it takes, and a spatial degree of freedom, corresponding to its position within the arms. In Eq. (8) of the main text, the average is taken over the spatial degrees of freedom of the interferometer electron as well as over the conductor. The density matrix of the interferometer electron factorizes as ρ =ρ S ⊗ρ L at all times, whereρ S describes the pseudo-spin andρ L describes the spatial degrees of freedom. This is due to the fact that propagation along the arms is independent of the arm index.
The particle density operators in Eq. (8) commute at different times. We therefore obtain χ(λ 0 ) = tr e 
where the factor 2 accounts for the forward-and backward propagation on the Keldysh contour (with opposite coupling constants), the average . . . is taken over the degrees of freedom of the conductor and the trace is taken over the internal degrees of freedom of the electron in the interferometer, i. e. its coordinate.
To evaluate the trace in Eq. (1), we first write the density matrix of the electron in real-space aŝ
where f (x) is the electronic wave function.
Next, we consider the action of the exponential of a general operatorÂ that commutes with the interferometer electron density :Ψ † I (x)Ψ I (x) : on this density matrix. The HamiltonianĤ λ0 is such an operator. We therefore expand the exponential We recall that |x is a single-particle state such that
We can then conclude that Close to the Fermi level the dispersion relation is linear. The time-dependence of the field operators is then Ψ(x, t) = Ψ(x t ), having introduced the shorthand notation x t = x − v F t, where v F is the Fermi velocity. The operator now has to be averaged over the initial state in Eq. (2). This procedure yields χ(λ, t) = dye 
Using the specific kernel κ(x) given by Eq. (9) of the main text, we then obtain Eq. (10).
